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Abstract A major difficulty in modeling multiphase flow in porous media is the emergence of trapped phases. Our experiments demonstrate that gas can be trapped in either single-pores, multipores, or in large connected networks. These large connected clusters can comprise up to eight grain volumes and can contain up to 50% of the whole trapped gas volume. About 85% of the gas volume is trapped by multipore gas clusters. This variety of possible trapped gas clusters of different shape and volume will lead to a better process understanding of bubble-mediated mass transfer. Since multipore gas bubbles are in contact with the solid surface through ultrathin adsorbed water films the interfacial area between trapped gas clusters and intergranular capillary water is only about 80% of the total gas surface. We could derive a significant ($R^2 = 0.98$) linear relationship between the gas-water-interface and gas saturation. We found no systematic dependency of the front velocity of the invading water phase in the velocity range from 0.1 to 0.6 cm/min corresponding to capillary numbers from $2 \times 10^{-7}$ to $10^{-6}$. Our experimental results indicate that the capillary trapping mechanism is controlled by the local pore structure and local connectivity and not by thermodynamics, i.e., by the minimum of the Free Energy, at least in the considered velocity range. Consistent with this physical picture is our finding that the trapping frequency (= bubble-size distribution) reflects the pore size distribution for the whole range of pore radii, i.e., the capillary trapping process is determined by statistics and not by thermodynamics.

1. Introduction

Capillary trapping of gas bubbles within water-saturated porous media, mobilization of trapped gas bubbles, and the dynamics of upward-moving gas bubbles play an important role in many processes in hydrogeology and soil physics. For CCS-technology (CCS—carbon capture and storage), capillary trapping is one of the relevant storage processes [Iglauer et al., 2011; Juanes et al., 2006]. For remediation of contaminated groundwater, gas sparging (oxygen) provides electron acceptors for biodegradation of organic contaminants by dissolving trapped oxygen gas bubbles [McGray and Falta, 1997; Geistlinger et al., 2009]. Noble gas tracer techniques are based on partition equilibrium between trapped gas bubbles and the surrounding water phase [Holacher et al., 2003]. For the highly transient transition zone (the capillary fringe) located between the unsaturated soil zone and near-surface groundwater, bubble entrapment and its dissolution controls the dissolved oxygen level and the activity of aerobic and anaerobic microorganisms, like nitrifiers or denitrifiers. The capillary fringe starts at the water table (water phase pressure corresponds to atmospheric pressure) and describes a region with higher water saturation as compared to the unsaturated zone due to capillary rise. In this region, usually water phase continuity is assumed, i.e., no isolated water drops exists. In contrast, the gas phase typically consists of isolated trapped gas phases or gas clusters and the interphase mass transfer is hindered by slow water diffusion. Ronen et al. [1989] studied the occurrence and the stability of a trapped gas bubble within the partially saturated capillary fringe. It was found that biologically mediated gas bubble formation, gas bubble growth, gas bubble dissolution, and gas bubble mobilization are governed by multicomponent mass transfer processes [Ronen et al., 1989; Berkowitz et al., 2004].

All described processes are governed by gas exchange from the water phase to gas phase and vice versa and are always driven by partial pressure gradients. The occurrence of stable trapped gas bubbles implies a vanishing steady state mass transfer rate, i.e., the dissolution rate has to be compensated by a mass transfer rate from the water phase into the gas bubble [Ronen et al., 1989]. Without a compensating mass transfer rate any trapped gas bubble will dissolve after few days in a typical groundwater environment, because of the capillary pressure that increases the partial pressure inside the gas bubble [Geistlinger et al., 2005]. The
key parameter that determines the mass transfer rate is the gas-water interface. An a priori knowledge of this important parameter for certain boundary conditions and for certain porous media is still a big challenge. Often lumped parameter models are used and the lumped parameter (the rate constant = mass transfer coefficient times gas-water interface) is used as a fitting parameter [Powers et al., 1991].

Direct measurements of two-fluid interfacial area are based on magnetic resonance imaging (entrapped gas bubbles) [Ronen et al., 1986], X-ray microtomography (μ-CT) [Wildenschild and Sheppard, 2013; Werth et al., 2010] (scCO2-water interface [Iglauer et al., 2011]), scanning probe microscopy [Wiesendanger, 1994], and optical imaging [Werth et al., 2010; Herman and Lemasters, 1993]. Quantification of the fluid-fluid interface is often restricted to single cells containing two fluids or to 2-D micromodels of porous structures. For 3-D porous structures like sandstones μ-CT is used to analyze the surface distribution and the morphology of scCO2-clusters [Iglauer et al., 2011; Pentland et al., 2012] and of oil and gas clusters, respectively [Iglauer et al., 2012, 2013].

Indirect methods for quantifying the interfacial area of two-fluid media are discussed by Kibbey [2013] and Pan et al. [2007]. Kibbey [2013] used Stereoscopic scanning electron microscopy to determine surface elevation maps of different surfaces with varying surface roughness. These surface maps were used as boundary condition to calculate the curvature of the gas-water interface by Young-Laplace equation. The results show that the configuration of surface-associated water is dominated by bridging of macroscopic surface roughness features over the range of the applied capillary pressure. For the limiting case of smooth surfaces (glass beads BG05 with a surface roughness of 267 nm) [see Kibbey, 2013, Table 1] and a capillary pressures of about 10 mbar, the mean value of the water film thickness was about 200 nm, i.e., 1 order of magnitude higher than the theoretical film thickness of adsorbed water films (10–20 nm) obtained by a DLVO model for flat surfaces [Tokunaga, 2011]. These calculations show that most of the surface-associated water is capillary-held water and not true adsorbed water. Since the water film will not follow the surface topology and the gas-water interface will bridge small cavities, microscopic surface roughness likely has minimal impact on the accuracy of surface-associated gas-water interfacial areas determined by limited resolution of μ-CT (e.g., 9 μm) [e.g., Iglauer et al., 2013].

Pan et al. [2007] applied a multiple-relaxation time lattice Boltzmann simulation to calculate the local flow field in random sphere packings and the dissolution of a generic residual NAPL-distribution. “Generic” means that the residual NAPL-morphology and NAPL-topology were simulated using a binary morphological approach [Hilpert and Miller, 2001]. This approach simulates quasi-static two-phase flow based upon size and connectivity of the digital pore space. The entrapped nonwetting NAPL-phase was quantitatively characterized by calculating (a) the NAPL-volume, (b) the NAPL-water interface, and (c) the different shapes of isolated NAPL-clusters. Since we characterize the trapped gas phase by the same measures, the comparison with this work is of special interest.

For the unsaturated soil zone, Costanza-Robinson and Brusseau [2002] classified model concepts with respect to their water film contribution. The first class only accounts for the capillary water in filled pores and pendular rings [Gvirtzman and Roberts, 1991; Reeves and Celia, 1996], and the second class accounts also for water film contribution [Cary, 1994; Or and Tuller, 1999; Silverstein and Fort, 2000; Oostrom et al., 2001]. Or and Tuller [1999] proposed a comprehensive unit cell of the porous media that is composed of a square-shaped central pore (for capillary-dominated processes) connected to slit-shaped spaces with internal surface area (for adsorption-dominated phenomena). The authors calculate the vapor-liquid interface as a sum of two contributions: (i) the contribution that is caused by capillary processes (curved menisci) and (ii) the contribution that is given by adsorbed water films. The augmented Young-Laplace equation was used to calculate the adsorbed water film area taking into account short-ranged (<10 nm) van der Waals interactions. In the dry-end limit of the unsaturated porous media (Sw < 0.1), the contribution of the ultrathin liquid films dominates the total vapor-liquid interfacial area. However, we are interested in the high-saturation limit (Sw > 0.8), mobile continuous wetting phase and discontinuous, trapped nonwetting phase, e.g., gas bubbles, NAPL-blobs, oil-blobs), where it is expected that adsorbed water films are not present. As Or and Tuller [1999] showed adsorbed water film contributions can be neglected above a critical water saturation of about 0.3 [see Or and Tuller, 1999, Figure 6a]. Mass transfer processes in multiphase flow at high saturation are determined by the contact area of the main flow paths of the mobile water phase with trapped
nonwetting phases, i.e., by the capillary-dominated interfacial area. The characterization of these contact areas is the objective of this paper.

In order to estimate the gas-water interface at the limit of high water saturation the characteristics of the trapped nonwetting phase, i.e., the morphology and topology of the trapped nonwetting phase clusters, must be known. Pan et al. [2007] showed this exemplarily for trapped NAPL-blobs. Because of its mathematical simplicity most authors estimate the gas-water interface based on the standard model of gas bubble entrapment. This model assumes that trapped gas bubbles or trapped gas clusters are completely surrounded by intergranular capillary-held water. (We use both terms to denote irregular shaped gas bubbles.) The absolute minimum of the Free Energy is given by the minimal gas-water interface. Hence, the standard model assumes that the wetting fluid resides preferably in smaller pores, so that the size distribution of entrapped gas corresponds to the larger pores as shown in Figure 12. This will be referred to as “thermodynamical filling,” i.e., bubble-size distribution and pore size distribution are not correlated over the whole range of pore radii.

To our knowledge, all papers on gas bubble entrapment or bubbly and channelized gas flow in saturated porous media inherently assume complete wetting by thick water films and/or intergranular capillary-held water, and single-pore trapped gas bubbles or single-pore gas channels. Holocher et al. [2003] and Oswald et al. [2008] consider complete wetting and uniform bubble distribution (equal sized; four bubble classes); in their pioneering paper Brooks et al. [1999] consider the onset of bubbly gas movement based on the assumption of single-pore trapped gas bubbles which has now been disproven; Ezeuko and McDougall [2010] used the single-bubble mobility criterion in order to generate network models for discontinuous (= incoherent) bubbly flow; Roy and Smith [2007] studied the formation and growth of single trapped gas bubbles, which are spontaneously formed above a DNAPL (PCE-phase); Enouy et al. [2011] developed a remediation technology based on exsolution of CO₂-gas bubbles from supersaturated water (SWI-technology); Geistlinger et al. [2005] investigated experimentally the dissolution behavior of trapped gas bubble; Fry et al. [1997] conduct a comprehensive study on the capillary trapping efficiency of different gas injection methods; Donaldson et al. [1997] derived a mass transfer coefficient for the dissolution of trapped gas bubbles. Furthermore, all visualization studies on air sparging with transparent columns or 2-D plexiglas modules filled with glass beads or natural sands [e.g., Glass et al., 2000; Selker et al., 2007; Geistlinger et al., 2009] are based on the complete-wetting assumption: the gas channels are considered as connected gas clusters through complete wetted glass beads or sand grains. On this basis, the capillary forces, viscous forces, and buoyant forces are compared and calculated [see, e.g., Glass et al., 2000].

The present study focuses on bubble entrapment within the capillary fringe due to water table rise. Our working hypothesis is: the faster the water table rises, the more gas will be trapped. Since this is derived from the fact that the porous system needs a so-called relaxation time to establish the thermodynamic equilibrium, what means to minimize its Free Energy (minimal interface = minimal gas bubble trapping efficiency). The following questions will be studied: (i) is a gas bubble always trapped within a single macropore or are multipore trapped gas bubbles possible, too? (ii) What is the correlation between the bubble-size and pore size distribution? (iii) Are the filling of the pores determined by thermodynamics, i.e., by the absolute minimum of the Free Energy and hence macropores are filled first, or by kinetics, i.e., fast water imbibition determines the capillary trapping of gas clusters? Answering these critical questions will provide new insight to the reviewed processes of capillary trapping and bubbly gas flow. This study will serve to improve theoretical estimates for the bubble-mediated mass transfer that is included in multiphase flow simulations at larger scales.

In the current study, we used X-ray microcomputer tomography to directly measure the gas-water interface in unsaturated glass beads (diameter 1 mm). Based on image processing, we were able to quantify (a) the gas phase volume, (b) the gas-water interface, and (c) the different shapes of isolated gas clusters. The paper is organized as follows: based on the standard model the geometry of a single-pore trapped gas bubble is discussed in section 2 and compared with the experimental geometry obtained from a high-resolution CT-image. In section 3, we describe the µ-CT-experiments and the image processing for quantification of the gas phase distribution. In section 4, we present the results and discuss their implications.

2. Standard Model for Gas-Bubble Entrapment and Comparison With Experiments

There are main differences of the trapping behavior of nonwetting phases between strongly water-wet (air-water) and weaker water-wet three-phase systems (NAPL-water, scCO₂-brine, oil-water) for porous media like...
glass beads or sandstones: (i) Contact angle [see Iglauer et al., 2011; Blunt and Scher, 1995]: the amount of trapping depends on the fluid-fluid displacement mechanism. There is a competition between piston-like displacement and core-annular displacement [see Joseph and Renardy, 1993; Dullien, 1992]. In a strongly water-wet porous medium (contact angle close to zero), water flows along the walls in thick wetting layers (annular flow). During imbibition these layers swell, leading to snap-off at narrow pore necks. Curved interfaces due to geometrical configuration, surface roughness, and thermodynamical fluctuations lead often to instability [Joseph and Renardy, 1993; Dullien, 1992]. As the contact angle increases (NAPL [Pan et al., 2007]; scCO$_2$ [Iglauer et al., 2011]; oil [Berg et al., 2013], oil-gas-water: mixed wettability through oil-gas-brine flood sequences [Iglauer et al., 2013]) snap-off is less favored and the dominant mode of displacement is Cooperative piston-like flow [Iglauer et al., 2011]. (ii) Surface tension/viscosity: in case of core-annular flow the thick convex-curved water films become unstable and are driven by the interface tension, i.e., as larger the interface tension as faster snap-off occurs (fastest growing unstable mode depends exponentially on surface tension, for details of linear stability analysis see Joseph and Renardy [1993]; interface tension in mN/m: air-water = 73, scCO$_2$-brine = 36 [Chalbaud et al., 2009], oil-water = 35 [Berg et al., 2013], Toluene-water = 28.5 [Pan et al., 2007]).

The resistance forces against snap-off are friction forces and acceleration forces which are controlled by fluid viscosity and density. In case of an oil-water system, the viscosity of the oil phase leads to a slower snap-off process compared to a gas-water system. Experimental evidence for the weaker snap-off tendency in scCO$_2$-brine or oil-water three phase systems is the observed large multipore clusters [Berg et al., 2013; Iglauer et al., 2011, 2013] or NAPL-ganglia [Pan et al., 2007; Powers et al., 1991]. Such large multipore trapped gas bubbles are not expected in strongly water-wet systems. Therefore, a common and reasonable assumption is that large coherent gas clusters are unstable and that snap-off events will lead to single-pore trapped bubbles as shown in Figure 1a (for details see supporting information Text S1 and Geistlinger et al. [2006]).

The wetting behavior of glass beads (contact angles lie in a typical range between 10$^\circ$ and 30$^\circ$; acetone-cleaned or H$_2$O$_2$-cleaned glass < 10$^\circ$; water-rinsed glass: 25$^\circ$; untreated glass: 32$^\circ$) [Sumner et al., 2004] prevents larger bubble diameters than $d_{k,\text{max}}$ (= maximal pore diameter), which guarantees that the glass beads are always surrounded by the water phase; at least by a thick water film. The curvature at the top ($z_2$) of a single-pore trapped gas bubble has to be larger than that at the bottom ($z_1$) of the gas bubble (Figure 1a), i.e., the higher hydrostatic pressure at the bottom leads to a smaller capillary pressure, since the gas pressure over the whole gas bubble has to be constant (see also supporting information Text S1). Based on this single-pore entrapment process a quasi-static mobility criterion [Brooks et al., 1999; Ezeuko and McDougall, 2010] can be derived assuming mechanical equilibrium between capillary and buoyancy forces. Usually, this results in a critical radius or a critical gas cluster length of 3–4 mm. Consequently, single-pore trapped gas bubbles never become mobile in glass beads with a pore diameter smaller than 3 mm what means a grain diameter, $d_g$, of about 5 mm ($\zeta_{\text{max}} = d_{k,\text{max}}/d_g$, $d_{k,\text{max}}$ is the maximal pore diameter, $\zeta_{\text{max}} \cong 0.60$; this holds for 0.5, 1, and 2 mm-glass beads sediments (= GB5); packing density 1.51 g/cm$^3$, porosity 0.36–0.39) [for details, see Geistlinger et al., 2006]. Furthermore, gas clusters with a length of several grain diameters become unstable as discussed above. Both findings are in contradiction with experimental results. As shown in Geistlinger et al. [2006, 2009] gas bubbles become mobile already in 2 mm glass beads and gas cluster length of several grain diameters were observed. In various experiments on gas flow in water-saturated glass beads, we often observed that trapped gas bubbles are in contact with the grains, i.e., water films were not visible.

In order to solve this contradiction and to understand the trapping mechanism of a nonwetting phase (gas, oil, NAPL), we consider the geometrical form of a single-pore trapped gas bubble with a radius larger than

Figure 1. Standard model of gas bubble entrapment: (a) unstable large gas clusters will split into smaller ones. (b) Single-pore trapped gas bubble (gray) in simple-cubic coordinated glass beads. The rectangle represents the diagonal cross section through the unit cell.
the critical radius \( r_b = r_{k,\text{max}} = d_{k,\text{max}}/2 \), Figure 2a) shows a trapped gas bubble with the critical radius in 2-D and 3-D that is completely surrounded by intergranular capillary-held water. What happens, if the bubble radius exceeds the critical radius (Figure 2b, \( r_b = d_s/2 \))? Will the thick water film along the dashed line within the overlapping section lead to instability and snap-off of this large bubble into two smaller ones or is a new stable bubble configuration thermodynamically possible? The thermodynamical treatment of these two cases is provided in the supporting information Text S1, here we will only discuss the results: (i) If there exists a thick water film, then a trapped gas bubble with \( r_b > r_{k,\text{max}} \) is thermodynamically unstable, because of the convex, negative curvature \((-1/r_b)\) of the dashed line section. This negative curvature has to be compensated by a higher positive curvature (higher capillary pressure) around the bubble neck. Hence, the bubble neck will thin and snap-off will occur. This is the standard snap-off argument used in literature [see Dullien, 1992, p. 430]. (ii) If there exists a stable trapped gas bubble with \( r_b > r_{k,\text{max}} \) with a thick water film along the dashed line section then an additional repulsive or disjoining pressure is needed to compensate the negative capillary pressure caused by the convex curvature. Kovscek et al. [1993] discussed this case based on the augmented Young-Laplace equation and showed that the convex contact areas shown in Figure 2b are important to elucidate wettability properties on the pore level. The augmented Young-Laplace equation takes into account a short-ranged (nm scale) disjoining or Derjaguin pressure [Derjaguin, 1940]. The disjoining pressure contains three major force components: hydration forces, van der Waals forces, and electrical-double layer forces. A typical disjoining pressure isotherm is shown in Figure 3 for the case of a trapped gas bubble (dashed line) and oil-blob or NAPL-blob, respectively (solid line). We note that a general treatment of the disjoining pressure isotherm goes beyond the scope of this paper and can be found in Verwey and Overbeck [1948], Melrose [1982], Safran [1994], Radoev et al. [2007], and Tokunaga [2011]. Here we discuss only the qualitative features of the disjoining pressure isotherm following Kovscek et al. [1993]. The force balance of a thin adsorbed water film is established at a thickness \( h_{\text{(gas)}} \) of about 12 nm (see Figure 3) and a disjoining pressure of about 400 Pa, where we have calculated the disjoining pressure by the repulsive van der Waals forces [Or and Tuller, 1999] and using a Hamaker constant of \(-1.3 \times 10^{-20} \text{ J air-water-SiO}_2 \), French, 2000; see supporting information Text S1). In case of a trapped oil- or NAPL-blob, a further reduction of the film thickness is possible due to attractive van der Waals forces. If the curvature of the oil-water interface exceeds a critical value, i.e., the maximal disjoining pressure \( \Pi_{\text{max}} \), then the thin water film becomes unstable and a new stable interface is established at a film thickness of few monolayers denoted by \( h_{\text{(oil)}} \) in Figure 3. As discussed by Kovscek et al. [1993] and Blunt [2001] these ultrathin adsorbed water films are regions of high mass transfer between the adsorbed polar molecules and the polar components of the nonwetting phase and will change the composition of the adsorbate, i.e., the wettability properties of the solid surface.

From the capillary analysis of glass bead packings two important conclusions can be drawn: (i) The gas-water interface is given by the sum of the surface-associated area of thin adsorbed water films and the intergranular capillary area. Because of the limited resolution of the \( \mu \)-CT (25–85 \( \mu \)m) only the intergranular capillary area will be measured. (ii) Convex-curved gas bubbles are a strong indicator for thin adsorbed water films that are represented by the dashed lines within the overlapping section in Figure 2b. In Figure 2b, a 3-D gas bubble with convex curvature and spherical geometry is shown that satisfies the thermodynamic condition, namely that the apparent contact angle has to be constant \( (\theta = 60^\circ) \); exact result) along the apparent three-phase boundary [for the definition of the apparent contact angle and apparent three-phase boundary in the presence of thin adsorbed water films, see Wong et al., 1992]. For a three-phase-system with a simple-cubic pore structure and an apparent contact angle of \( 60^\circ \) of the wetting fluid Figure 2b shows the correct bubble shape. For smaller apparent contact angles, e.g., \( 10^\circ \) for the wetting fluid water, the shape is determined by the condition that the curvature is constant along the gas-water interface, because of constant gas pressure inside the gas bubble. Since the curvature is given by the sum over the principal directions, i.e., \( 1/r_1 + 1/r_2 \), the higher curvature in vertical direction at the apparent three-phase boundary will be compensated by a smaller curvature along the horizontal direction. Merging to the top of the bubble both curvatures become equal, because of symmetry, i.e., it holds: \( 2/r_b = 1/r_1 + 1/r_2 \), with \( r_1 < r_b < r_2 \). For the general case \( (\theta = 60^\circ) \) the geometrical form has to be calculated by means of differential geometry under the constraint of a minimal gas-water interface with constant curvature (constant gas pressure). The 3-D gas bubble with spherical geometry is an idealized model of a realistic trapped gas bubble shown in Figure 4 that exhibits the following important features: (i) surface-associated interface areas with convex curvature, (ii) the existence of apparent three-phase boundaries, (iii) a constant
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apparent contact angle along the apparent three-phase boundaries, and (iv) a constant curvature for the gas-water menisci.

As shown in Figure 4, we indeed observed such trapped gas bubbles with convex curvatures. The spatial resolution of the CT-image is 25 μm. Figure 4 shows a horizontal cut through a trapped gas bubble (flat upper surface), in order to visualize the convex curvature of the trapped gas bubble and its similarity to the theoretical gas bubble shown in Figure 2b. The experimental trapped gas bubble exhibits five convex curvatures indicating gas-solid interfaces separated by thin adsorbed water films. Note that the theoretical bubble exhibits only four convex-curved interfaces for a horizontal cut, because it was based on a simple-cubic environment with six nearest neighbors. The experimental configuration is always higher and lies between 6 and 12. An unexpected result was the existence of such surface-associated areas of thin adsorbed water films in the high-saturation limit ($S_w > 0.8$), where one anticipates only intergranular capillary area. From the stability argument discussed in the supporting information Text S1, we conclude that these surface-associated areas are thin adsorbed water films [Kvoscek et al., 1993; Tokunaga, 2011]. However, as Kibbey [2013] has shown, true adsorbed films may be rare, because of surface roughness. Thus one would expect a film thickness of about 200 nm for smooth glass beads and capillary pressures in the range between 4 and 10 mbar. This could explain our experimental observations of no visible water films in gas injection experiments.

Figure 2. Trapped gas bubble within a cubic unit cell: (a) bubble diameter $d_b = d_{k,max}$ and (b) bubble diameter is equal to the grain diameter $d_k$. (top row) The 2-D representation of a trapped gas bubble (gray area).
3. CT-Experiments and Image Processing

3.1. Experimental Setup
A column of 30 cm length and an inner diameter of 3.18 cm was filled with 1 mm glass beads ($d_{50} = 0.85 \text{ mm}$, $d_{10} = 1 \text{ mm}$, $d_{95} = 0.8 \text{ mm}$). Prior to packing, the glass beads were cleaned with acetone and water and dried at 105°C. To achieve a close, reproducible packing, small vibrations to the column were applied during the continuous filling process. The packing density of regular, equal-sized glass beads can vary between the loosest cubic packing (coordination number 6, porosity /5) and the densest, cubic-face-centered packing (coordination number 12, porosity /5) [Dullien, 1992]. All packed columns exhibit close random packing resulting in a porosity of 0.332 ± 0.005 (packing density = 1.61 kg/L, particle density = 2.41 kg/L). Before saturating the column with water the column was flushed with CO₂-gas to ensure that any trapped gas phase will dissolve rapidly. The column was then saturated with water to a certain position $z_0$ that was measured with a bypass capillary (diameter = 5 mm). This bypass capillary was necessary for measuring the water table, because of the roughness of the capillary fringe (about 1 cm). Since we have increased the water table within the column nearly quasi static, we assume that no gas bubbles are trapped and the initial water saturation below $z_0$ is zero. To prove this, we evaluate the volumetric gas content by μ-CT and found a value smaller than 1%. The initial state was prepared prior each new experiment. Starting from the initial state we increase the water table to $z_1 = z_0 + 5 \text{ cm}$ with a certain water table rising velocity of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 cm/min. These rising velocities corresponds to capillary numbers between $2 \times 10^{-7}$ and $10^{-6}$ and are far too high for typical groundwater level fluctuations in agricultural areas [Geistlinger et al., 2010]. These velocities may be comparable with groundwater level fluctuations in irrigation areas or at groundwater-river interfaces.

We note that the capillary numbers are comparable to scCO₂-injection into brine saturated sandstone cores ($10^{-6}$ [Iglauer et al., 2011]) and to brine flooding of oil-gas-saturated sandstone cores ($10^{-6}$ [Iglauer et al., 2013]). To estimate the influence of a varying local pore structure, we conducted three experiments each was repacked prior the experiment and then the same water table rise velocity of 0.5 cm/min was applied. Subsequently, the static trapped gas phase was recorded by μ-CT to measure the gas phase distribution. To ensure that the trapped gas phase is static, i.e., no bubble movement and no dissolution into the air-saturated water phase occur; we conduct a long-term experiment and measured the volumetric gas content and the total gas surface area with μ-CT after 20 min, 3 h, and 24 h. Both the total gas surface area and
the volumetric gas constant are constant during the experiment and the relative standard deviation (SDV) <2% and <1%, respectively. The constant total gas surface area indicates no gas bubble movement, since a new bubble configuration will exhibit in general another total gas surface area (experimental data are listed in supporting information Text S5).

The device used in this study is an industrial X-ray scanner with a focal spot of 5 μm (X-Tek HMX225). Objects are rotated in a cone beam (135 keV, 633 μA), and projections are recorded on a CCD-Detector Panel with a resolution of 1024 × 512 pixels. Reconstruction of the data was done with the X-Tek CTPro software package. Important for our experiments is the spatial resolution, since it determines to which lower spatial threshold we can detect trapped gas bubbles. From simple regular cubic- and face-centered packing, one can estimate the following mean pore diameter $d_{k,max} = 0.56$ mm [for details, see Geistlinger et al., 2006]. The resolution of the CT-image, i.e., the voxel size has to be somewhat smaller than this diameter that is assumed to reflect the lower threshold of stable gas bubbles. In fact, the spatial resolution of our CT-images was 0.084 mm. In this case, a trapped gas bubble with a diameter of 0.56 mm can be represented by about 157 voxels, i.e., 6–7 voxel along the diameter.

### 3.2. Image Processing

A 3-D reconstructed CT-image can provide an intuitive impression of the gas phase distribution. To quantify the gas phase distribution, the three different phases, solid, water, and gas, need to be separated. Then, characteristics such as global and local gas saturation, global and local surface of the gas phase, and bubble-size distribution can be determined. Figure 5 shows a 3-D slice of the gas phase after a WT-rising at a rate of 0.6 cm/min indicating trapped gas bubbles of different sizes; e.g., small bubbles that are be trapped within single macropores and large gas bubbles or gas clusters that have a characteristic length scale of few grain diameters. The experimental porosity will be used as a constraint for testing the preceding segmentation procedure discussed below.

First, the 3-D reconstructed images need to be processed in an appropriate manner to enhance the contrast and the boundaries (= edges) between the different physical phases; in our case gas, water, and solid. For the segmentation of the different phases denoising and edge enhancement is essential [Schlueter et al., 2010, 2014]. Noise removal was achieved by *total variation* denoising. The $L^1$-norm for least square criteria is usually avoided, because its variation produces singular expressions. However, as Rudin et al. [1992] proved, noise reduction is more efficient using an $L^1$-norm objective function instead of an $L^2$-norm objective function. The total variation (TV) of an N-point, piecewise constant signal $u(n), 1 \leq n \leq N$ is defined as

$$TV(u) = \sum_{n=2}^{N} |u(n) - u(n-1)| = \|Du\|_1,$$

where $\|\cdot\|_1$ denotes the $L^1$-norm. For the original intensity gray level vector $f = u + n$, where $u$ is the desired image vector and $n$ the noise vector, the TV-objective function for the denoising algorithm is given by

$$J^*(u) = \|Du\|_1 + \lambda \cdot \|f-u\|_2^2,$$

where the first term minimized the total variation of the image while the second minimized the differences between the original image $f$ and the resulting image $u$. $\lambda$ denotes the regularization parameter [for details, see Selesnick and Bayram, 2010; Kaestner et al., 2008; Burger et al., 2006]. Small $\lambda$-values (<1) results in high regularization, i.e., less noise, and larger $\lambda$-values (>1) results in high fidelity to the original image $f$. The only fitting parameter we used in the segmentation process was $\lambda$. We found that $\lambda = 10$ gives the best agreement to the porosity constraint (relative errors: column 4 of Table 1; we note that for experiments 7, 8, 9 the porosity constraint is nearly satisfied). The output is a denoised image with nearly uniform distribution of the gray value distribution within each phase. To enhance the phase boundaries, a *Difference-of-Gaussian* filter that works as an unsharp mask was applied. After the preprocessing steps we segmented the trimodal gray-value histogram (see supporting information Text S6) applying the bisegmentation algorithm for each
pair of adjacent phases [for details, see Vogel and Kretschmar, 1996]. This algorithm needs a lower and upper threshold indicated in Figure S6 in supporting information Text S6. This thresholding is always a source of subjective errors. We carried out a sensitivity analyses and find out that the results are not sensitive to the lower threshold. The upper threshold was determined by maximizing the entropy of the gray-level distribution of two adjacent phases A and B [Kapur et al., 1985]. If \( p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n \) is the probability distribution of the gray-level distribution, the probability distribution for phase A and phase B separated by a gray threshold \( s \) is given by \( p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_s \) and \( p_{s+1}, p_{s+2}, \ldots, p_n \), respectively, where the subspace probability distributions are renormalized. Defining the Boltzmann entropy for each probability distribution

\[
S(\pi) = -\sum \pi_j \ln(\pi_j), \quad \pi = A, B,
\]  

and maximizing the total entropy of the gray-value distribution, yields the upper threshold \( s \) for the bilevel segmentation algorithm. We test different methods and found the maximum-entropy algorithm is the most objective algorithm that yields the best agreement to the porosity constraint. The lower threshold for each pair of thresholds (gas-water and water-solid) where chosen at that gray value, where the entropy is 95% of its maximum. As output, binary images for each phase were obtained. The comparison between the original image and the processed image is shown in Figure 6. The quantification of phase properties was carried out using Minkowski functionals [Vogel et al., 2010], and the gas-water interfacial area was calculated according to Dalla et al. [2002]

\[
a_{gw} = (a_g + a_w - a_s) / 2,
\]

\( a_{gw} \)—specific area of the gas-water interface, \( a_i \)—specific surface area of the phase \( i = g, w, s \). The labeling method of Hoshen and Kopelman [1976] is applied for subsequent cluster analysis. All image processing was done using the QuantIm-library (Available online at http://quantim.ufz.de).

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Gas Content Via WT-Rise Velocity

The results of image processing are presented in Table 1 for two experimental series: first series comprises experiments 1–6 with increasing velocities of water table rise and the second series experiments 7–9 representing repetitions for the same velocity. The corresponding WT-rise velocity in cm/min is given in column 2. The porosities obtained from CT (column 3) are in reasonable agreement (mean relative error 7%) with the experimental value (0.332). The relative error is listed in column 4. It is 10% for the first series of experiments and about 3% for the second series of experiments. The mean volumetric gas content over all experiments is 0.019 and its standard deviation is 0.0036, i.e., 19% of the mean value. This value corresponds to a mean gas saturation of 5.6%. A linear regression of volumetric gas content versus velocity yields a rather weak slope of 0.0085 min/cm and a regression coefficient of 0.14 indicating no systematic dependence of

Figure 5. Original CT-image: trapped gas bubbles within the partial saturated capillary fringe after WT rise (0.6 cm/min). The arrow gives the height of the water table rise, i.e., the PSCF.
trapped air content on WT-rise velocity. This result contradicts our working hypothesis that the faster the water table rise the more gas will be trapped. We conducted three additional experimental series (0.5 mm glass beads, 2 mm glass beads, and mixed 0.5–1 mm glass beads) and found in all cases no systematic dependence of the gas content on WT-rise velocity. Certainly, this dependence exists for very small WT-rise velocities of about 1 mm/min. We conduct an experiment with such a small WT-rise velocity and found that the gas content was indeed smaller than 1%. This means the porous system had enough time to reach thermodynamic equilibrium. The results seem to indicate that above a critical threshold velocity (>0.1 cm/min) kinetics and the local pore structure determine the capillary trapping process. Depending on local pore network, water will invade smaller channels and closed loops are formed before larger pores can be invaded and the host fluid can be displaced. Such closed water loops around an air cluster are uniformly distributed over the whole porous media. The larger the closed loop network, i.e., the larger the trapped gas cluster, the lower the probability that, such a closed loop is formed. We think that the local pore structure and local connectivity is the dominant factor that controls the capillary trapping at least in the considered velocity range. This physical picture can explain why the gas content in the second series of experiments has such a large variation from 0.18 to 0.26 although the capillary number between $2 \times 10^{-7}$ and $10^{-6}$ of the invading fluid will give no systematic trend. It is not the capillary number that determines the time for forming a closed loop or snap-off time, but the interfacial tension (i.e., the driving capillary force) and the viscosity of that fluid which determines the movement of the interface; i.e., the fluid with the higher viscosity. Such behavior was reported for CO$_2$-capillary trapping by Harper et al. [2012].

4.2. Specific Gas-Water Interface Via Gas Saturation

In columns 6 and 7 (Table 1), the specific gas surface in 1/mm and the specific gas-water interface are presented and its dependence on gas saturation is shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 shows that the specific gas-water interface is about $83 \pm 5\%$ of the total gas surface. Both the surface and the gas-water interface show a linear dependence ($R^2 = 0.98$) on gas saturation. This linear dependence was also found by Pan et al. [2007] for residual NAPL (Toluene). The NAPL-water interface varies from 0.18 to 0.45 1/mm for a NAPL-saturation range from 4% to 10%. The porous media consists of spherical particles with diameter = 0.68 mm and had a porosity of 0.39. Our values vary from 0.13 to 0.30 1/mm for the same range of saturation and are about 30% smaller. This is

Table 1. Porosity, Volumetric Gas Content, Total Surface, and Gas-Water Interface Depending on Water Table Rise Velocity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>WT-Rise (cm/min)</th>
<th>Porosity</th>
<th>Error$^b$</th>
<th>Gas Content</th>
<th>$a_g$ (1/mm)</th>
<th>$a_{gw}$ (1/mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.346</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.013 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.149 ± 0.006</td>
<td>0.124 ± 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.019 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.222 ± 0.018</td>
<td>0.182 ± 0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.021 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.229 ± 0.026</td>
<td>0.189 ± 0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.363</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.017 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.187 ± 0.017</td>
<td>0.155 ± 0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.019 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.201 ± 0.026</td>
<td>0.167 ± 0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.370</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.017 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.193 ± 0.022</td>
<td>0.162 ± 0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.018 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.215 ± 0.008</td>
<td>0.178 ± 0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.018 ± 0.000</td>
<td>0.215 ± 0.006</td>
<td>0.179 ± 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.026 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.296 ± 0.007</td>
<td>0.244 ± 0.006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Experiments were conducted within two series: series 1: experiments 1–6; series 2: experiments 7–9.
$^b$The relative error was calculated as deviation between the theoretical porosity (column 3) and the experimental porosity of 0.332. The errors for the quantities in columns 5–7 were derived from these values multiplying them with the corresponding quantity.
a direct consequence of the stronger wetting behavior of a water-NAPL-glass beads system (smaller contact angle, for strict thermodynamic calculation see supporting information Text S2). Hence, the NAPL-water-interface can extend more than the gas-water interface, because of its smaller excess Free Energy.

4.3. Cluster Analysis, Bubble-Size Distribution, and Geometrical Shape of Single-Pore-Trapped Gas Bubbles and Multipore-Trapped Gas Bubbles

Next, we want discuss exemplarily the statistics of trapped gas clusters for experiment 7. The cluster analysis for experiments 8 and 9 is provided in the supporting information Text S4. In Figure 8, the histogram of trapped gas clusters in terms of voxel numbers (11–1000 voxel) is shown. We cut off very small objects (<1 voxel), because they are afflicted by noise. The total number of trapped gas clusters within the column volume (=34 mL) is 3695. There are also super large clusters up to 5000 voxels, but rather sparse. Such a large cluster is shown in Figure 9c. Typically, these large clusters consist of a network of connected pores. The whole histogram is provided in the supporting information Text S3. In Figure 10, the corresponding bubble-size distribution is shown, where we converted the irregular gas clusters into equivalent spherical bubbles with the bubble radius \( r_b \). First, we consider gas bubbles with a radius smaller than \( d_{k,max}/2 = 0.28 \) mm. Such gas bubbles are trapped within a single pore and have a typical shape shown in Figure 9a). The number of single-pore-trapped gas bubbles is 1958 that is about 53% of the total number of trapped gas bubbles. However, they only contain 16% of the trapped gas volume.

If we consider multipore-trapped gas bubbles shown in Figure 9b with a radius between \( d_{k,max}/2 \) and the grain radius \( r_g = d_k/2 = 0.44 \) mm, then the number of such bubbles is 1367, i.e., 37% of all trapped gas bubbles. The corresponding gas volume amounts 40%. Although 90% of all trapped gas bubbles are smaller than a grain, they contain only 56% of the total gas volume. The remaining half of the gas volume is trapped by large gas clusters and network-like gas clusters shown in Figure 9c.

It is instructive to compare the derived gas-cluster size distribution of a strongly water-wet three-phase system with the scCO\textsubscript{2}-cluster size distribution of a weaker water-wet three-phase system that is shown in Iglauer et al. [2011, Figure 4]. First, consider the amount of nonwetting phase trapped by single pores. As Iglauer et al. [2011] stated one pore volume corresponds approximately to a cluster size of about 30 voxels. At this cluster size the total residual scCO\textsubscript{2}-phase is almost reached, i.e., the single-pore contribution is negligibly and certainly smaller than 5%. Hence, the contribution of trapped single-pore clusters is significantly smaller than in the strongly water-wet three-phase system, where it is about 16%. Second, we compare the contribution of trapped multipore clusters. About 50% of the scCO\textsubscript{2}-phase is trapped by clusters that contain less than 2000 voxel volumes, i.e., less than 70 pore volumes, whereas in the strongly water-wet case about 50% of the residual gas phase is trapped by clusters that contain less than four pore volumes. Consequently, in strongly water-wet
systems the number and the contribution of smaller trapped gas clusters are significantly larger than in weaker water-wet systems. This result is reasonable, because locally snap-off is suppressed in weaker wet three-phase systems as we discussed above.

The variety of gas clusters of different shape and size has important implications for the bubble-mediated mass transfer, e.g., the dissolution of trapped gas bubbles in the capillary fringe or the dissolution of injected oxygen gas bubbles for groundwater remediation as discussed in Geistlinger et al. [2005, 2006]. The key parameter is dissolution rate constant that is given by the product of a mass transfer coefficient and the gas-water interface. Considering the dissolution of trapped oxygen bubbles in a column experiment then the early time behavior of a breakthrough curve (BTC) will be determined by the dissolution of small bubbles (rate constant 1) and the long-time behavior by the dissolution of large bubbles (rate constant 2). That is, half of the area under the BTC is determined by the fast dissolution of the small bubbles and the long tail behavior of the BTC is determined by the slow diffusion of the large bubbles. A dissolution model that assume uniform distributed and equal-sized gas bubbles that is often used in literature (see for details and references Geistlinger et al. [2005]) will fail to describe the experimental BTC.

4.4. Bubble-Size Distribution Versus Pore Size Distribution

The key question is, whether the bubble-size distribution shown in Figure 10 exhibits any correlation to the pore size distribution. The experimental pore size
distribution was obtained from the segmented CT-image using a standard method based on mathematical morphology, i.e., the opening size distribution [Vogel et al., 2010]. This algorithm determines the maximum diameter of a sphere, which can be placed inside the pore space at any pore voxel position. This leads to the volume $V_i$ of different pore size classes $r_i$ and the corresponding probability distribution of sphere diameters $V_i/\text{porosity}$ representing the pore size distribution of the structure. The pore structure was analyzed for four different pore size classes and their relative frequencies $F_{i,i+1}$ listed in Table 2, columns 1 and 2, respectively. We fit two different continuous probability density functions ($\text{pdf}(r)$) to the relative frequencies: (i) a normal distribution and (ii) a lognormal distribution. Since both functions are two-parameter functions ($p_1, p_2$) determined by its mean and variance, we have four constraints for two equations. Therefore, we have to solve an optimization problem with the following objective function:

$$F(p_1, p_2) = \sum_{i=1}^{4} \left( F_{i,i+1} - F(r_i) \right)^2,$$

where

$$F_{i,i+1} = \frac{\int_{r_i}^{r_{i+1}} \text{pdf}(r) \, dr}{C_0/C_1^2}.$$

The minimum value of the objective function is $8 \times 10^{-5}$ for the normal distribution and 0.01 for the lognormal distribution, respectively. Hence, the normal distribution yields a quasi-exact fit, i.e., the resulting probabilities of normal distribution are equal to the relative frequencies (compare columns 2 and 3 of Table 2). The mean pore radius is 0.162 mm and the SDV is 0.057 mm and the corresponding values for the lognormal distribution are: 0.175 mm, 0.063 mm. Both pore size distributions are shown in Figure 11 (black solid line and black dashed curve). We also show in Figure 11 the heuristic lognormal distribution (gray line) that we estimated from packing configuration: mean radius $r_{\text{mean}} = (d_{k,\text{max}} + d_{k,\text{min}})/4 = 0.21$ mm, SDV $= d_{k,\text{max}}/4 - r_{\text{mean}} = 0.07$ mm (d$_{k,\text{min}}$ = minimal pore radius).

The best fit of a continuous lognormal bubble-size distribution to the experimental histogram is shown by the thick gray line in Figure 10 (mean bubble radius $= 0.23$ mm; SDV $= 0.074$ mm). In Figure 12, the pore size distribution and the bubble-size distribution are shown. The shadowed regions mark the filled pores for the measured volumetric gas content of 0.018. If the capillary trapping process would be governed by thermodynamics, i.e., by the minimum of the Free Energy, then gas is trapped first into large pores and subsequently by smaller pores down to a limiting radius of about 0.3 mm. The comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pore Size Interval (mm)</th>
<th>Relative Frequency</th>
<th>Probability (Normal)</th>
<th>Probability (Lognormal)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1–0.165</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.165–0.255</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0.255</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of the shaded section of the pore size distribution with the shaded area under the bubble-size distribution shows that the process does not reflect thermodynamic equilibrium. A gas bubble will be trapped within a macropore with a probability that is proportional to its occurrence probability i.e., that is proportional to the pore size distribution. Hence, the capillary trapping process is determined by statistics and not by thermodynamics. This is consistent to the findings discussed in section 4.1.

Note that this statistical correlation is only valid for a restricted range of the overall histogram shown in Figure 10, i.e., for bubble radii smaller than the grain radius and for front velocities of the invading fluid between 0.1 and 0.6 cm/min.

5. Conclusions

Our study shows that gas can be trapped in single-pores, multipores, and in large connected networks. These large connected clusters can comprise up to eight grain volumes and the sum over such clusters can contain nearly 50% of the whole trapped gas volume. This variety of possible trapped gas clusters of different shape and different volume contradicts the widely accepted picture of single-pore trapped gas bubbles. According to our study only 53% of the gas bubbles are trapped in single pores and satisfy the necessary condition of the standard model of capillary trapping, namely that the bubble diameter has to be smaller than $d_{k,max}$. Only for this case it is possible that the bubble is embedded completely by intergranular capillary-held water. For the other 47% trapped gas bubbles, we observed convex-curved gas-solid contact areas indicating thin adsorbed water films. These water films were not directly observable, because of the limited resolution of $\mu$-CT (25 $\mu$m).

Since nearly 50% of the gas volume is trapped in gas bubbles larger than the grain diameter this will have consequences on the dissolution behavior. We conclude from our study that models, which assume uniform distributed and equal-sized gas bubbles, will fail to describe the experimental BTC for a gas tracer that originates from the dissolution of trapped gas phases. We conduct a parallel series of dissolution experiments under same experimental conditions like the CT-experiments to study the influence of the nonuniform and heterogeneous bubble-size distribution. The focus of this future work is to study the influence on the BTC on the larger REV scale.

The main conclusion from these findings is that the multipore behavior has to be the basis for the derivation of mobility criteria for the onset of bubbly gas flow. Experimental results on discontinuous bubbly flow show that multipore gas clusters of some grain diameter are moving cascade-like upward, if the mobility threshold is reached [Geistlinger et al., 2006].

The most striking and unexpected result was that our working hypothesis about the capillary trapping efficiency could not approved. We found no systematic dependence of the gas content on WT-rise velocity. The results seem to indicate that above a certain velocity ($\sim$0.1 cm/min) kinetics and the local pore structure determine the capillary trapping process. We think that the local pore structure and local connectivity is the dominant factor that controls the capillary trapping at least in the considered velocity range. Under these conditions, any investigation of the trapping efficiency on the capillary number of the invading fluid will give no systematic trend. Furthermore, we believe that the relaxation time for establishing thermodynamic equilibrium should be strongly dependent on the time that is needed to displace the nonwetting fluid, i.e., we expect a clear trend of the trapping efficiency on the viscosity of the nonwetting fluid. This physical picture is consistent with finding that the capillary trapping process is determined by statistics and...
not by thermodynamics. We found that the bubble-size distribution reflects the pore size distribution for bubble radii smaller than the grain radius.

Based on our pore-scale study, we propose the following settings for continuum multiphase modeling on a REV scale describing capillary trapping by an invading fluid with subsequent mass transfer: in the considered range of front velocities (0.1–0.6 cm/min) the gas saturation is independent of the front velocity and a constant value of about 6% is realistic for 1 mm-GBS or coarse sand. This value has to be estimated for each sediment under consideration. Further work may demonstrate in how far structural attributes as measurable by X-ray-CT can be used to estimate the volume of residual gas. For the calculation of the dissolution rate constant the gas-water interface should be chosen about 80% of the total gas surface and the proposed linear interface-saturation relationship can be applied.
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